
CAR CARE LINE
G401 
Glass Cleaner

M501 
Multi- Purpose Degreaser

C701
Wheel Fast Cleaner

RUPES M501 Multi-Purpose Degreaser is a highly concentrated 
and versatile cleaning agent that can be used to remove soil from a 
wide variety of automotive surfaces. The powerful formula is strong 
enough to degrease an engine, yet safe enough for the most delicate 
Italian leathers when used as directed.

Kit Includes: one 500ml bottle and one microfiber towel.

Fast and effective, RUPES C701 wheel cleaner features a highly 
effective acid-free cleaning formula to easily removes brake dust, oil, 
rubber residues and other road grime. The active cleaning solution 
changes color as it disolves contamination and is suitable for all steel, 
metal alloy, painted, or chrome wheels.

Kit Includes: one 1000ml bottle and one trigger sprayer.

L301
Leather Fast Cleaner

Stop fighting streaks, smears, smudges, halos and wipe lines. 
The unique gel formula begins to break down grease, spots, and 
soils on contact for effortless crystal-clear glass. Safe for all glass 
surfaces including factory and aftermarket tint.

Kit Includes: one 500ml bottle, one trigger sprayer, and one lint 
free microfiber glass cleaning towel. 

Microfiber towels (pack 5 pcs) - Code 9.BF9030/5: 

Designed specifically for use on automotive leather surfaces, RUPES
L301 Leather Cleaner safely cleans and lifts away stubborn soiling 
without drying or damaging delicate leathers. The formula wipes away 
cleanly, leaving no residue or film behind, and features a pleasant 
leather scent.

Kit Includes: one 500ml bottle, one trigger sprayer, and four 
melamine cleaning sponges.

Melamine sponges (box 10 pcs) - Code 9.CC5623/10: 

Code 
9.CCM501

Size
500ml

Unit
1bottle

Code 
9.CCC701

Size
1lt

Unit
1bottle

Code 
9.CCL301

Size
500ml

Unit
1bottle

Code 
9.CCG401

Size
500ml

Unit
1bottle

Code 
9.CCM501T/4

Size
4 x 5lt tank

Unit
Case of 4 tanks

Code 
9.CCC701T/4

Size
4 x 5lt tank

Unit
Case of 4 tanks

Code 
9.CCL301T/4

Size
4 x 5lt tank

Unit
Case of 4 tanks

Code 
9.CCG401T/4

Size
4 x 5lt tank

Unit
Case of 4 tanks

18,50€

39,00€



M606 
Rapid Cleaner Detailer

M101
High Concentrated Detailing Shampoo 

RUPES M606 is a ready to use quick detailer formula for removing smudges, 
dust, or light surface issues between washes. The gentle cleaning formula safely 
cleans without removing existing wax or sealant protection while it deposits 
additional layers of protection with each use. M606 is suitable for all hard, smooth 
surfaces, including paint, alloy rims, gel coat, glass, plastic moldings, and metal 
trim. Will not stain plastic or rubber trim.

Kit Includes: one 500ml bottle, one trigger sprayer, one microfiber towel.

RUPES M101 is an highly concentrated automotive soap formulated for 
effective, yet gentle cleaning. Purposesly designed to combine general 
cleaning and the capacity to prepare the painted surfaces for the polishing and 
detailing process. The innovative formulation lifts grime safely off the surface 
while minimizing the opportunity for wash marks and surface damage.

Kit Includes: one 500ml bottle.

G202
Crystal Glass Polish

Suitable to remove limestone, hard water spots, or other types of stubborn 
surface contamination from glass surfaces (windscreens and exterior glass) 
RUPES G202 is an extremely fine glass polishing compound that scours 
glass surfaces, without scratching, leaving behind a clean smooth surface.

Kit Includes: one 150ml bottle, and one foam applicator.

M707
Carnauba High Gloss Protective Shampoo

RUPES M707 is a high quality maintenence car wash shampoo used to 
remove dirt and to provide light protection to paintwork, all in one step. 
M707 contains genuine carnauba wax, that aids in surface lubrication 
and provides protection. Use in conjunction with RUPES P808 for lasting 
protection and gloss on all painted surfaces.

Kit Includes: one 500ml bottle.

P808 by RUPES provides durable protection for automotive exterior
surfaces, lasting up to 6 months. The synthetic formula shields against most
common environmental contamination. P808 also provides a boost to gloss 
leaving surfaces slick and shiny after application.

Kit Includes: one 500ml bottle, one trigger sprayer, and one microfiber towel.

P808 
Protective Sealant
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Code 
9.CCP808

Size
500ml

Unit
1bottle

Code 
9.CCM606

Size
500ml

Unit
1bottle

Code 
9.CCM101

Size
500ml

Unit
1bottle

Code 
9.CCG201

Size
150ml

Unit
1bottle

Code 
9.CCM707

Size
500ml

Unit
1bottle


